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Abstract 

Several K-means algorithm are available for clustering using various datasets of simulation. 

Yeast dataset and iris dataset are used for clustering by using K-means algorithm with numerous 

iteration and lower accuracy. For clustering, K-means algorithm of these datasets are simulated 

by enhanced version, Minimum spanning tree approach is used by Improved K-means algorithm. 

Each and every input data points are produced by an undirected graph and later shortest distance 

is computed by intern outcomes with increased accuracy with lower number of iterations. Java 

programming language was used for the simulation by these algorithms. Analysis and 

comparison of both the algorithms are resulted. Algorithms are run many times below various 

groups of clusters. From the outcomes, it is observed that better performance are acquired by 

improved K-means algorithm and contrasted with L-means algorithm. Accuracy is increased by 

the values of number of clusters. It is inferred that k’s specific value increases the accuracy of 

this algorithm with optimal values. 

Keywords: K-Means, Minimum Spanning Tree, Improved K-Means, Yeast dataset, iris dataset, 

accuracy, spanning tree.  

1. Introduction 

In recent years, Molecular biology field advancement and geometric technologies are coupled 

together for the extensive development of information from biology produced by the community 

of science. This genomic information’s deluge was obtained as bioinformatics’s introduction, 

genomics of computation and proteomics, entire genomes are analysed at large scale [1-

3].Interdisciplinary study incorporating biology,computer science, mathematics and statistics for 

analysing the data of biological sequence, content of genomes and organization, and for the 

function prediction and macromolecule’s construction is known as Bioinformatics. The methods 
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of computation are viewed for making the discoveries in biology.Functional gene product 

synthesis uses the information obtained from the gene and this process is known as Gene 

expression. Dividing the objects set(patterns) into disjoined groups set (clusters) is defined as the 

process of clustering. Data amount is decreased by categorization or groping the items of alike 

data for obtaining the necessary information is the major objective of clustering [4-6]. The 

clustering plot is indicated in figure 1. 

 

Fig.1. clustering plot 

2. Related Works 

In recent times, most widely utilized algorithm for clustering is K-means clustering algorithm. 

Partitioning idea are adopted by this algorithm and utilizing the error criteria of least mean 

square for dividing the information into various clusters. Unsupervised benefits are present with 

it and effective performance and superior effects of clustering are obtained when the data obeyed 

normal distribution. For data mining in big data applications, it is difficult to adopt the 

requirements when this K-means clustering algorithm is applied [7]. Applications of K-means 

clustering problems are improved by some process, they are: Alteration of datasets and center of 

clustering in processing Kmeans algorithm in Hadoop. The sequential and parallel execution are 

compared by keeping same value of other factors. Results demonstrate that this algorithm 

efficiently handles huge data sets in Hadoop environment. Artificial intellegience data DBSCAN 

clustering research are discussed in [9]. For Large-scale Artificial Intelligence data DBSCAN 

clustering algorithm depending on Hadoop platform in combined Hadoop platform. MapReduce 

parallel computing framework was used in algorithm of DBSCAN clustering that completely 

utilizes the advantages of Hadoop in large data processing by MapReduce distributed computing 

package and HDFS distributed storage in which algorithm’s efficiency is improved greatly. The 

problem of selecting initial clustering center randomly is solved by the algorithm proposed in 

[10]. Underlying data structure’s correlation are combined for the development of this algorithm 

producing the result of unreasonable clustering and by this process, strategy of initial clustering 

choices  are improved by enhancing the clustering’s convergence speed and efficiency of 

clustering. OClustR’s two parallel version are presented in [11], particularly used by multi-core 

CPUs and GPUs for OClustR’s efficiency enhancement in dealing the problems with numerous 

documents. Still, the efficiency of clustering is lower in many applications of data mining. 

Similarity averages among each and every clusters are measured by Davies-Bouldin index (DB) 

[12] and its furthermost similar cluster. Cluster distances are maximized and distance among the 

cluster centroid and some data objects are minimized by attempts in the validity index of DB. 

Comparison of own cluster and other cluster are similar in the measurement of the Silhouette 
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value [13] and this range of this value lies from -1 to +1, in which the own cluster is matched 

well to the object is indicated by the higher value and the neighboring clusters are matched 

poorly. Indices of clustering validity are gathered into two main classification they are internal 

and external [14]. The results of clustering are evaluated by external indices for the comparing 

the memberships of clusters allocated by a algorithm of clustering with the prior identified 

information like externally supplied class label [15, 16]. Cluster goodness are evaluated by the 

structure of cluster through internal indices to focus the data with intrinsic information [17] 

because of this internal indices are considered. In literature, so many works are available to 

enhance the accuracy of data clustering, though it is efficient, proposed data clustering in gene 

expression data used to enhance the accuracy by improved K-means clustering algorithm 

3. K-Means Algorithm 

In order to increase the algorithm’s effectiveness and accuracy, modification is required 

for K-mean algorithm. Minimum spanning tree (MST) technique and a portion of graph theory 

called Kruskal’s algorithm is used for achieving the increment in accuracy and efficiency. These 

algorithms are analysed and simulated in this paper.Java programming Language is used as an 

implementation tool for the algorithm’s enhanced version and conventional K-means algorithm. 

The enhancement in these algorithms are made for increasing accuracy with reduced iteration 

number and produce outcomes in specific duration. For the enhancement process, modification 

in algorithm properties are very significant to achieve improved accuracy and reduce the 

computation time for performing task and MST is used here for increasing accuracy with 

lowered iteration number. Few algorithms are appropriate to improve the accuracy and efficiency 

[18-24]. Improvement in success of algorithm is achieved by Improved K-means algorithm’s 

properties. Sum of arc length on the tree with shortest spanning tree is defined as Minimum 

spanning tree (MST). Accuracy improvement in K-means algorithm is achieved by MST with 

reduced iteration number that are represented in figure 1 and figure 2 shows the Clustering in 

different iterations. 

.  

Fig.2. K-means Algorithm steps in Chart Representation 
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Fig.3. Different iterations present in Clustering. 

4. Problems in K-means Clustering 

Consideration for K-means clustering algorithm is that intial centers are given and from these 

initial centers, final cluster search or starting of center occurred. With no perfect initialization, 

poor final center set was generated by this algorithm and this issue will be thoughtful when data 

clustered utilizing an on-line k-means clustering algorithm. Generally, three fundamental issues 

arose in the process of clustering are dead centers, redundancy of centre and local minima. 

Members or associated data are not present in dead centers. Location of these Dead centers are 

present in amongst two active centers or exterior to the range of data. Bad initial centers arises 

problems probably because of the initialization of center that is very distant from the data. Thus 

this is the best plan to choose the random initial centers from training data or assigning few 

values randomly to it, which is inside the range of data. Also, the equal active state of centers are 

not guaranteed. Several members will be present in few centers and this will be updated often in 

the process of clustering, at the same time few centers will have few members and that are not 

updated hardly. 

5. Advantages of Improved K-Means Algorithm 

Problem of selecting clustering centre initially was faced by conventional K-means 

algorithm and its results are varied by the selection of initial clustering centres. In order to rectify 

this issue. In this paper conventional K-means algorithm is enhanced. Concept of graph theory 

along with minimum spanning tree are depending on Kruskal’s algorithm is applied to the 

conventional scheme of K-means and because of this traditional K- mean algorithm’ problems 

are solve.This improvement in conventional algorithm increases the accuracy with reduced 

iteration number which is the major motivation of this paper. Computation time required for this 

method is higher because MST process is time consuming task. Figure 3 represents 

representation of Minimum spanning tree and clustering in six-group. 

Improved K-means  Algorithm with Kruskal’s Algorithm  

Cost based E with Sort edges. 

Empty T (*MST’s edges are stored by T*). 
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Placement of every vertex is done by its own. 

While Values present in E  

Prefer e = (u, v) 2 least cost in E 

If dissimilar sets are associated for u and v 

T is added to e,  u and v sets are merged, T set is returned. 

 

Fig.4. Minimum spanning tree representation and six-group clustering 

6. Improved K-means Algorithm 

Performance improvement in the K-means algorithm is achieved by improved K-means 

algorithm was premeditated and executed. Huge datasets are clustered by enhancement in K-

means algorithm with sensible durations. Accuracy is improved by improved K-and 

improvement in results as compared to the conventional algorithm. Number of data objects are n 

and r provided as starting input in this improved K-means algorithm.  

Later, distane among any two objects of data are computed by Euclidean distance. For 

assigning weights to the edges and making each and every data objects capable to produce 

undirected graph through it generation of MST are obtained for object clustering by utilizing 

Kruskal’s algorithm. Depending on descending order of weights, it is needed to delete k-1 edges. 

Initial clusters are defined by the object’s average value restricted by k connected graph which 

rectifies the issues occurred in conventional k means algorithm.  

For the comparative study, this improved algorithm are applied with data of gene 

expression (yeast data) as well as iris dataset. Major motivation of this paper is data clustering of 

gene expression and to check the accuracy of clustering by using synthetic data and iris. All three 

datasets are compared based on the results of clustering and are described in the upcoming 

chapter. Better accuracy with lower iteration number are obtained by the improved K-means 

algorithm. 

The problem associated with traditional K mean was solved by the Kruskal’s algorithm’s 

concept, i.e. the k mean algorithm results produced are varied by the selection of initial 

clusters.Figure 4 shows the Improved k-means Flow graph. 
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Fig.5. Improved k-mean’s Flow graph 

 

7. Expectations from the Improved Algorithm 

Motivation towards improving K-means algorithm for producing best results of accuracy 

as compared to the conventional algorithm. If the clustering is performed without any alteration 

in the improved algorithm, then it will generate the exact results same as the results of 

conventional algorithm which is viewed through the convergences of samples in both traditional 

and improved algorithm. Initial clustering centre chosing problem in conventional approach is 

rectified by MST implementation. Thus, improved K-means algorithm is designed prudently for 

running each and every 3 datasets as like the conventional approach and the outcomes are 

analysed and compared. From the results it is observed that improved K-means algorithm 

produced improved accuracy with reduced iteration number. 

8. Experiments And Results 

Windows 7 operating system, Netbeans IDE, java JDKDatasets of yeast and iris for inputs. 

Execution Approach for Algorithms Testing 

Two various versions of algorithms i.e conventional K-means algorithm and Improved K-

means algorithm are compared and in 3 various dataset types are used execution they are: 

synthetic data, Yeast Dataset and Iris Dataset. Major concentration is provided to gene 

expression data (Yeast Dataset).  Value assigned for K are 3,4 and etc. are used in the dataset and 

are repeated for 5 times for every execution with enhanced results. At last, outcomes of these 3 

datasets are clustered and evaluated for getting accuracy improvement by Improved K-means 
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algorithm.For various values of K (2,3,4,5,10,13,15,30), evaluation of improved K-means 

algorithm are performed in 3 datasets to prove the efficiency and to recognize the gain of 

performance through this algorithm. This execution is repeated until good accuracy with reduced 

iteration number is concluded. Since there is improvement in accuracy, time of execution is 

increased because of MST, in which time taken to generate initial clusters are increased and are 

described in the upcoming section of this paper.It is significant to check the respective 

repetitions of every version with various K values for the purpose of comparing these two 

algorithms with respect to accuracy, number of iterations and time of execution. Repetitions of 

this algorithm with various k values produces effective results of clustering which are simple for 

analysing the outcomes of conventional and improved algorithms. 

Data sets used: 

Table 1 

Dataset Naming 

Dataset Name  Narrative 

1st Dataset Synthetic dataset 

2nd Dataset Yeast data  

3rd Dataset Iris data  

Table 2 

K values Points Naming 

K values Narrative 

2 1st run dataset with initial points 

3 2nd run dataset with initial points 

4 3rd run dataset with initial points 

5 4th run dataset with initial points 

10 5th run dataset with initial points 

13 6th run dataset with initial points 

15 7th run dataset with initial points 

30 8th run dataset with initial points 

Various initial K numbers are generated in various ranges for Dataset 1,2 and 3 as the 

stored data in these datasets consumes various ranges and these ranges are randomly chosen for 

checking datasets for achieving best clustering results.For convenience, the algorithms should be 

named for getting clear results in the upcoming sections. As stated earlier, 3 datasets are used for 

execution and analysis of this algorithm, table presented below shows the algorithm’s version. 

Table 3 

K-means Algorithm Version’s Naming 

Algorithm Name Narrative  

K-means algorithm Traditional version 

Improved K-means algorithm Improved version 

At last, sequence of execution for these algorithms was evaluated by utilizing the naming the list 

of standard in the aforementioned tables. Utilizing every 3 dataset and every initial point set 

(various K initial points) these two algorithms were executed.Figure 5 represents the Data point 
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clustering of K-means for dataset1 represented in figure 6 and Figure 7indicates dataset1’s 

accuracy graph 

Table 4 

Expected outcomes of Executions 

Execution K value utilized in datasets  Result Name 

Run1 K is assigned as 2 for 1st dataset Result1 

Run2 K is assigned as 3 for 2nd and 3rd  dataset Result2 

Run3 K is assigned as 4 for 2nd  dataset Result3 

Run4 K is assigned as 5 for 2nd  dataset Result4 

Run5 K is assigned as 10 for 2nd  dataset Result5 

Run6 K is assigned as 10 for 2nd  3dataset Result6 

Run7 K is assigned as 15 for 2nd  dataset Result7 

Run8 K is assigned as 30 for 2nd  dataset Result8 

Table 5 

Results of Executions for Dataset1 

K value K-means algorithm Improved K-means algorithm  

K value as 2 106 91 

K value as 3 89 73 

 

Table 6 

Analysis results for dataset1 

Algorithm Accuracy Objective function Iterations Running time 

K-means 78.987 106 6 58 

Improved  K-means 86.765 91 3 124 

 

Fig.6. Data point clustering of K-means for dataset1 
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Fig.7. 1st dataset with Data point clustering of improved K-means 

 

Fig.8. 1stdataset’s accuracy graph 

Execution Results of Dataset2 

Results of execution for dataset 2 (Yeast dataset) is described in this section. Various K 

values are clustered in the dataset, The K value 2, 3, 4, 5, 10, 13, 15, 30 of various set of initial 

point are used in clustering. Cluster with initial number are generated for all values of K in this 

dataset, having various K cluster group’s values. The dataset attributes are occurred mostly in-

between the discrete values of 1 and 36. Yeast cycle data’s 8 data attributes are used here and are 

clustered through these two K-means algorithm’s version. 

Clustering of 100 yeast data are performed by these two K-means algorithm with various values 

of initial cluster are provided in the following table and the tabulation also shows results of both 

the versions in which improved K-means produces best accuracy with reduced iteration number 

with increased execution time as it is contrasted with conventional one.Figure 8 For k value is 30, 

K-means result of Yeast data point clustering, Figure 9 shows For k value is 30, improved K-

means result of Yeast data point clustering Figure 10 represents 2nd dataset accuracy graph 

Table 7 

Results of Executions for Dataset2 

K value Improved K-means algorithm K-means algorithm 

2 98 104 
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3 91 94 

4 64 79 

5 62 75 

10 58 69 

13 63 67 

15 73 76 

30 54 59 

Table 8 

 Analysis results for Dataset2 

K value Algorithm Accuracy Objective function Iterations  Running time 

 

2 
I K-M 73.012 98 2 141 

2 K-M 67.231 104 4 69 

3 I K-M 90.012 91 4 93 

3 K-M 87.987 94 5 89 

4 I K-M 79.012 64 3 99 

4 K-M 64.231 79 7 87 

5 I K-M 69.012 62 4 102 

5 K-M 57.231 75 9 78 

 

 

Fig.8. For k value is 30, K-means result of Yeast data point clustering 
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Fig.9. For k value as 30, Improved K-means results of Yeast data point clustering 

 

Fig.10. 2nd dataset accuracy graph 

Execution Results of Dataset 

Iris dataset are clustered in this section with 30 data points having two characteristics and 

Improved K-means and K-means algorithm performs clustering and outcomes of these two 

algorithms are compared and it is represented in the following table. Figure 11represents for k 

value 4, K-means Iris data point clustering, Figure 12 indicates k value 4, improved K-means Iris 

data point clustering.  Figure 13 shows for 3rd dataset’s Accuracy graph 

Table 9 

3rd  Dataset’s executions results 

K value Improved 

K-means 

algorithm  

K-means 

algorithm 

K=3 98 112 

K=4 76 98 

Table 10 
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Results Analysis for 3rd Dataset 

Clustering algorithm Objective function Iterations  Running time Accuracy 

K-means 112 7 89 66.075 

Improved  K-means 98 3 97 79.543 

 

Fig.11. for k value 4, K-means Iris data point clustering 

 

Fig.12. for k value 4, improved K-means Iris data point clustering 

 

Fig.13. For Accuracy graph for dataset3 

9. Conclusion 
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Analysis of gene expression data by K-means algorithm and Improved K-means 

algorithm with various groups of cluster are evaluated in this paper.  Improved version of K-

means algorithm produces the results with increased accuracy in lower iteration number as 

contrasted with conventional algorithm is stated by “Qian Ren and Xingjian Zhou”. Java 

language is utilized for the design and implementation of improved K-means algorithm. Careful 

simulation are carried out for this improved K-means algorithm with the MST concept whereas 

traditional K-means algorithm utilizes the objects transmission in entire dataset during the every 

iteration process of this algorithm. Improved and traditional version of algorithm are simulated in 

three various datasets for achieving good results of accuracy having various groups of cluster. 

Traditional K-means algorithm performance lack due to selection of initial clustering centre. 

Minimum Spanning Tree forms the basis for clustering algorithm. Because of this MST, 

efficiency of  algorithm is high for multidimensional clustering datasets. The yeast cell cycle 

data and synthetic data are used for testing these algorithms from UCI, repository and iris 

datasets.All 3 datasets are evaluated and are contrasted and are proved that this improved K-

means produces better results and it is established that algorithm’s accuracy is improved by 

increasing the groups of cluster as well as with reduced misclassification number. Experiments 

are conducted for various groups of cluster with various datasets and are concluded. 

Future Enhancement 

As the future work, the improvement in the K-means algorithm can be made by using the 

optimal minimum spanning tree technique, instead of using normal minimum spanning tree, we 

use Optimal minimum spanning tree which will do the same function as minimum spanning tree 

in less amount of time, which is efficient in improving the run time and make improved K-means 

more efficient and effective. 
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